PROVEN VIRTUAL PROGRAM OFFERINGS

THE VIRTUAL CHALLENGE IS REAL.
In this virtual communication world, how do you connect, cut through and get results when
presenting ideas or leading meetings? 2Connect, a trusted communication resource, has multiple
proven programs that provide the support employees and teams are looking for. All 2Connect’s
programs include practice and real-world application lead by experienced virtual facilitators.

PROGRAMS ON COMMUNICATING VIRTUALLY
SMALL GROUPS

PRESENT & ENGAGE
VIRTUALLY

This hands-on workshop prepares presenters to navigate and
embrace the virtual presentation landscape. Just as if it were
delivered in person, the program includes practice, feedback and
video recording. The outcome? Virtual presentations delivered
with confidence.

2-HOUR
PROGRAM

4 Participants/Half day

FACILITATE VIRTUAL
MEETINGS WITH IMPACT

This program introduces strategies that anyone leading virtual
meetings can implement to ensure meetings are effective.
These practical strategies, combined with practice and feedback
using real-world content, results in engaging virtual meetings
facilitated with confidence.

4 Participants/Half day

SET UP FOR VIRTUAL
CONNECTION AND
ENGAGEMENT

Designed to help those who are interested in optimizing
their home computer set up so that it works for virtual
communication. Practice and application of strategies
increases connection regardless of what platform used.

5 Participants/1-hour module
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PROGRAMS ON COMMUNICATING VIRTUALLY
LARGE GROUPS

ENGAGE FROM
START TO FINISH

This program focuses on addressing the critical question, How
do you engage in a virtual environment? Specific strategies to
engage virtual participants are introduced to ensure time spent
in virtual meetings is time well spent.

2-HOUR
PROGRAM

10 Participants/90-minute module

ELEVATING YOUR
VIRTUAL PRESENCE

Research tells us that building trust and credibility in a virtual
landscape can be a challenge. This program focuses on the
essential aspects of camera presence and delivery to ensure
you are building the right connection that hits the mark.

10 Participants/1-hour module

MANAGE THE “WHAT IFS”
OF CONNECTING
VIRTUALLY

Preparation is key but sometimes technology
doesn’t cooperate. This program provides simple
troubleshooting techniques and practical backup
plans for presenters to employ to minimize
technology distractions.

10 Participants/1-hour module

COACHING ON VIRTUAL PRESENTATIONS
INDIVIDUAL
2Connect’s presentation coaching support for virtual presenters provides individualized support to meet
each participant’s unique needs. As presenters migrate to a virtual environment, these 1:1 sessions are
great as a quick, flexible form of coaching support or as a follow up to a group training.
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